Avoid Phishing Scams from Identity Thieves

As the holiday season approaches you should be on alert for phishing scams in the deluge of holiday email messages coming from retailers and others.

More than 90% of all data thefts begin with an email phishing scam.

Phishing scams remain a year-round threat but increase during the holiday season.

Here’s what you need to know to protect yourself from phishing scams:

- The most common way thieves steal identities is simply by asking for it.
  
  Their favorite tactic is a phishing email. Phishing emails “bait” users into opening them. They pose as a trusted company like a bank, a favorite retailer or even a tax professional.

- Learn to recognize and avoid these phishing emails.
  
  The scams tell an urgent story like there’s a problem with your account or your order.
  
  The message then instructs the receiver to open an embedded link or download an attachment.

- Do not take the bait. The email link may send users to a familiar website to login but the username and password goes to the thieves, or the scam suggests users open an attachment, which secretly downloads malicious software. Either method works for identity thieves.

These scam emails can show up in personal inboxes or even to a work inbox endangering the entire organization.

Mobile phone users are especially prone to responding more than those working on laptop or computer.

If at home delete the email. If at work follow the organization’s guidance on handling suspect emails.

Watch out for Scam Letters, Phone calls, and Social Media Scams
Emails are not the only phishing tactic.

Thieves may use letters or phone calls especially when impersonating the IRS, or other governmental agencies.

Recent letters claiming to be from the IRS are demanding payment of an overdue tax bill.

The letter requests the check be paid to IRS but it provides an incorrect telephone number, and incorrect address.

Also be aware that the IRS does not call with demands of payment and threats of jail or a lawsuit.

A new area scammer are utilizing is social media arena.

Increasingly thieves are embedding their links or malware in social media commentaries, tweets or posts.

Do not open links from social media unless you are certain of the source.

We here at Muffoletto & Company believe that the more informed you are in regards to the rules and regulations that affect you the more we can be of service.

Should you have questions relating to any tax or financial matters call at
(818) 346-2160,
or you can visit us on the web at
www.petemcpa.com!

Providing individuals, small businesses, corporations, partnerships, professionals, and other business entities with the necessary guidance and answers for a complex world.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

The contents of this email and any attachments to it may contain privileged and confidential information from Muffoletto & Company.

This information is only for the viewing or use of the intended recipient. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or use of, or the taking of any action in reliance upon, the information contained in this e-mail, or any of the attachments to this e-mail, is strictly prohibited and that this e-mail and all of the attachments to this e-mail, if any, must be immediately returned to Muffoletto & Company or destroyed and, in either case, this e-mail and all attachments to this e-mail must be immediately deleted from your computer without making any copies hereof.

If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify Muffoletto & Company by e-mail immediately.
To ensure compliance with Treasury Department regulations, we wish to inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise in this communication (including any attachments) any tax advice that may be contained in this communication is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax-related penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law provisions or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any tax-related matters addressed herein.

If you prefer not to remain on our email lists, please let us know. We will remove you as soon as you notify us.

You may do so by emailing us at

pete@petemcpa.com